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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION:
IMAGE AS ARGUMENT

America’s first national allegories, Liberty and Columbia, captured American
imaginations during the Revolutionary period and inspired men and women of the early
republic. Throughout the late eighteenth-century visual depictions of Liberty and
Columbia appeared on magazine frontispieces, newspaper mastheads, and broadsides.
They were also sculpted into furniture, woven in textiles, painted on porcelain,
transferred onto creamware, and printed on wallpapers. While some objects were
expensive private commissions, others were mass produced items purchased at market
with little intrinsic value. For middle and upper class families, these consumer goods
made daily life more pleasant regardless of their actual cost. The true value of these
objects rested not in their monetary worth, but in what the objects communicated about
the people who owned and used them.
Early republican images of the goddesses of Liberty and Columbia represented
republican virtue and public spiritedness, the primary principles required of citizens for
the success of the new nation. It was commonly believed, the republic could only survive
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if its citizens, both men and women, acted virtuously both publicly and privately, through
willingly sacrificing their private interests for the greater good of the nation. Citizens
were asked to eradicate all forms of selfishness, to forgo personal profit, choosing instead
to work for the best interests of the republic. The nation could only be secure and strong
when its citizens “seriously set himself to root out his Passions, Prejudges (sic) and
Attachments” for “only reputable Principle and Doctrine must be that all Things must
give Way to the public.”1
Patriots, politicians, and the middle and upper classes believed that the republic
would collapse unless its citizens were virtuous, replacing vice with sober republican
values. John Adams wrote to Mercy Warren, “public virtue cannot exist in a Nation
without private [virtue], and public Virtue is the only Foundation of Republics.”2 A
Harvard student in 1785 echoed Adams’s sentiments about the centrality of virtue to the
republic and citizenship, writing that virtue was “the national characteristic” and “to be
destitute of virtue, is to cease to be a citizen.”3 Both Adams and the Harvard student refer
to virtue on a national level regarding men and women, a collective whole of American
citizens regardless of their voting and legal status.
1

Excerpt from Adams and Warren, Warren-Adams Letters, 1:223 seen in John Agresto,
“Liberty, Virtue, and Republicanism: 1776-1787,” The Review of Politics, vol. 39, no. 4
(Oct., 1977), 474.
2

John Adams to Mercy Otis Warren on April 16, 1776, Warren-Adams Letters, vol. 12
(Boston, 1917, 1925), 222-223.
3

“The Competitor, XII,” Boston Magazine, III (November, 1785), 428. See
Boston Magazine Sept. 1785, 347 for the Harvard identification. excerpt found in
Mary Beth Norton’s Daughters of Liberty (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1980), 243.
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In this study I push the current historiography further and use images and objects
together with a range of rich documentation to provide another way to understand and
evaluate the past.4 The combination of a study of artifacts and relatable contemporary
text can help illuminate the interrelationships between social and cultural history and
material culture of early America. I argue that not only did early republicans see
themselves in the roles of their ancient forbearers, they also saw themselves as the
children of Liberty and Columbia. As the direct descendants of these powerful
allegorical figures, Americans were the heirs of virtue and liberty. The primary text and
images used in the pages that follow relate to Liberty’s and Columbia’s American
children and their duty to defend liberty and be virtuous citizens of the new republic.

Historiography
Image makers and consumers were influenced by the political, cultural, and social
concerns, as reflected in the artwork, the designs on particular objects, and in print.
Liberty’s and Columbia’s relevance to the present was a concern of artists since they were
“endlessly redefined” to gain new meaning according to the contemporary social and
political issues they related.5 Artists used a combination of real and allegorical imagery

4

Samuel Thomas, “Teaching America’s GAPE (Or Any Other Period) with Political
Cartoons: A Systematic Approach to Primary Sources Analysis,” The History Teacher 37,
no. 4 (Aug., 2004), 426-427.
5

David Hackett Fischer, Liberty and Freedom: A Visual History of America’s Founding
Ideas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 233.
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to shape culture through symbols, as well.6 They depicted freedom and republicanism
through compositions of Liberty and Columbia dressed in flowing gowns and grabbing
onto a staff topped with a liberty cap as an eagle flies overhead.
Three types of analysis have informed my research and argument: material culture
theory, visual chronological categorization, and social meaning of images. The first
stresses that objects, whether they be a print or creamware pitcher, are vehicles of
communication vital to understanding not just the item itself but the culture and social
environment it was created and used in. Representations of Liberty and Columbia in
visual and material objects were used as powerful tools for expression of identity, unity,
and gendered ideologies. The images in the pages that follow confirm this first time of
analysis.
Practical and artistic artifacts are valuable sources for analysis and interpretation.
Ann Smart Martin argues the study of material culture is about more than just the objects,
it is about “the way people live their lives.”7 By examining material culture for an
object’s physical purpose as well as what it represents to the owner and user, you can
discover not just the function, but the outward expression of self and perception one
chooses to accept or project through the object. According to one of the foremost
historians of material culture, E. McClung Fleming, “artifacts made and used by a people

6

John Higham, Hanging Together, Unity and Diversity in American Culture (Chelsea,
MI: Sheridan Books, 2001), 25.
7 Ann

Smart Martin, “Material Things and Cultural Meanings: Notes on the Study of
Early American Material Culture,” The William and Mary Quarterly 53, no. 1 (Jan.,
1996), 5.
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are not only a basic expression of that people; they are like culture itself.”8 Objects allow
us a whole new way to understand the past.
My work is also based in part on a holistic approach to identifying important
historical artifacts and understanding the context in which they were created and used, “to
know man we must study the things he has made.”9 Along with the cultural, I examine
the political context including the events relating to each image in order to gain a better
frame of reference.10 Images capture public sentiment and popular culture, and they also
serve as visual representations of abstract ideas and complex emotions of their day.
Samuel J. Thomas argues images helped to sustain and even bolster public interest in the
issues depicted. They serve as a meaningful and engaging gateway to the past. Stephen
Hess and Sandy Northrop argue visual images are just as sophisticated as language and a
form of communication as powerful as any word.11
The second and third types of analysis are similar in that they examine image of
Columbia and Liberty, but they differ in how they analyze the depictions and in their
conclusions. The first of the two follows a linear line of image progression tracing the
Indian Princess to America’s Greco-Roman Goddess. Alton Ketchum, E. McClung
Fleming, and John Higham are more concerned with categorizing the changes of each

8

E. McClung Fleming, “Artifact Study: A Proposed Model,” Winterthur Portfolio 9
(1974), 153.
9

Ibid, 153.

10

Samuel J. Thomas, “Teaching America’s GAPE,” 427.

11

Stephen Hess and Sandy Northrop, American Political Cartoons: The Evolution of a
National Identity, 1754-2010 (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2010), 12.
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female allegory. Although informative and central to my research, this style discusses
visual elements and characteristics by chronological order rather than interpreting the
images within a larger historical context.
The young American nation borrowing from the Greek and Roman pantheons
embraced classical imagery to personify its government and its Republican culture.
Starting in the 1960s, Fleming argued for three distinct neoclassical goddesses. The
Plumed Goddess embodied virtue, Minerva depicted wisdom, and Liberty represented
liberty and freedom. Despite Fleming spending a considerable amount of time on
Columbia, pointing out her popularity and frequent use in both domestic and international
prints, he describes Columbia as a subcategory of Liberty and Minerva, rather than a fully
independent actor. Instead, I suggest Columbia was an independent figure, the
embodiment of republican rhetoric of virtue as well as a symbol of liberty.
In the 1990s, John Higham picked up the debate, suggesting that artists in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries strove to create a national goddess that would
blend “the reality of place and the identity of a people.” He insists the colonial Indian
Princess was restricted by her British origins and could not viably represent the United
States. Liberty, on the other hand, reflected the American cause during the revolution and
served as the embodiment of the period’s major principle, liberty. By picking up the staff
and liberty cap, known as a Phrygian or pileus cap, Columbia takes up the American
cause, the fight for liberty, and the principle she represented prior to her physical
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depiction, virtue.12 As the visual personification of national principles, Columbia also
reflected the nation’s parity with Europe after the war.
Hess and Northrop argue Columbia represented the standards and values of the
young republic. Like other historians before them, they neglect to ask what values, how
and why.13 This is a familiar pattern of analysis where statements are made regarding
Columbia in particular as the embodiment of the nation’s principles and republican belief
without explaining why they know this. These curious comments about Liberty and
Columbia as representations of virtue without any context spurred me to conduct this
study, to ask why allegorical figures embodied the period’s ideology and how we know
they did.
While the second set of studies fails to tackle in-depth questions of why the
images changed and what they represented to the people that created and consumed them,
the third does. David Hackett Fischer, Jenna Gibbs, and Caroline Winterer argue Liberty
and Columbia had deep social meaning and that they symbolically represented the mores
and values of the period. This final type of analysis is more philosophical, examining the
place of female allegories in the early republic and questioning whether a female allegory
could truly represent an America dominated and ruled by elite white men.
For thousands of years, the female allegorical form has been the perfect vessel of
meaning and a container for didactic convention. The malleable allegorical figure of

12

This floppy looking red, sometimes depicted in blue or white, hat is one of the most
frequently used symbols used in depictions of female personifications of America.
13

Hess and Northop, American Political Cartoons, 28 and 30.
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Columbia allowed artists to deploy her likeness for their own purposes as well as the
representation of Americans’ commitment to liberty, freedom, and the republic. In
contrast, Marina Warner believes American female allegories were generic, but universal,
forms unable to serve as an epitome of the nation’s character or represent a collective
people.14 She argues only male allegories, like Uncle Sam and Brother Jonathan, could
symbolize U.S. citizens and thus a collective consciousness because they resemble actual
men unlike a female allegory who hardly represented the typical American woman. This
line of thinking opens up a reverse gendered argument that male allegories only represent
half of the population as well. It is somewhat paradoxical that the United States would
choose a female allegorical figure to represent the national body politic when real women
were denied the basic rights of men. Warner dismisses women’s importance in America’s
nation building project because they were not “free.” Linda Kerber, Rosemarie Zagarri,
and Winterer argue even though women themselves did not enjoy the full range of rights
their male relatives did, the female images of Liberty and Columbia were portrayed as
heroines of the Republic. Despite women’s lack of freedom, female allegories of the
American Republic could represent the collective consciousness and commitment to
independence and freedom.15

14

Marina Warner, Maidens and Monuments: The Allegory of the Female Form (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 1985), xx-xxii and 12.
15

For more information see Linda Kerber’s Women of the Republic: Intellect and
Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press,
1980), Caroline Winterer’s The Mirror of Antiquity (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 2007), and Rosemarie Zagarri’s Revolutionary Backlash (Philadelphia, PA:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007).
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Liberty’s and Columbia’s bodies were no ordinary bodies, they were metaphors
for the body of the republic. Early revolutionary images of Liberty and Columbia by
Paul Revere to those of the late eighteenth century by Edward Savage depict America’s
female allegories with either exposed breasts or extremely low necklines. The revealing
of their breasts, however, is far from a symbol of male eroticism; it was a sign of
maternal love and patriotic citizenship.16 Their bodies and breasts are a part of a longstanding iconographic tradition of maternal symbolism.
Women were able to identify with Columbia as mothers and daughters, despite the
fact that they did not share equal status of their male relatives. Columbia did evoke
female character, especially the maternal and matronly qualities of the ideal Republican
mother. Gibbs argues Columbia visually symbolized the emerging virtues of Republican
motherhood and the special role of mothers as educators. American women were
responsible for training their sons in civic participation and how to be a good republican
citizen, even though they lacked full citizenship and political rights themselves.17 Images
of Columbia depict the national allegory teaching and educating her children and slaves.
She is the Mother of the Republic.
While all three approaches show the importance and popularity of visual and
material culture and its usefulness as a tool of analysis, but they fall short of placing

16

Joan B. Landes, Visualizing the Nation: Gender, Representation, and Revolution inEighteenth Century France (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2001), 140.
17

Jenna Gibbs, Performing the Temple of Liberty: Slavery, Theater, and Popular Culture
in London and Philadelphia, 1760-1850 (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press), 27.
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Liberty and Columbia into greater historical narrative, one beyond the early republic.
There is also a shortage of comparative in-depth analysis of the period’s textual primary
sources, many of which refer to the the virtues and obligations of the sons and daughters
of both Liberty and Columbia. My hope is that this study bridges the gaps between these
different approaches to Liberty and Columbia by more thoroughly analyzing images of
Columbia and Liberty not only within the period in which they were created but also
within the larger historical context of female allegories, including ancient Greece, Rome,
and Britain; Renaissance Europe, and contemporary transatlantic imagery. I also believe
my research’s strength is in the use of contemporary textual evidence alongside
depictions of Liberty and Columbia.

Methodology
Images of America’s first allegorical figures have attracted considerable attention
from historians. So far, most studies point to the importance of classicism during the
Revolution and early republic but not to the underlying meaning of these female symbols
within the broader social and political context of the period. Liberty/Columbia represents
much more than the geographical location of America that their predecessor the Indian
Princess did in the colonial period; she also represents a principle. Their images evolved
during the period roughly between the mid-1760s and 1800, which is the primary scope
of this study.
When I started this project I intended to limit my scope to American made
images. I quickly discovered that it was impossible to understand American iconography
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without looking at British symbolism and allegory since early Americans were British.
During the years building up to the signing of the Declaration of Independence, colonists
still considered themselves British citizens despite living on American shores. They
shared the same language, religion, culture, trade routes, government, and identity as
those on Britain’s soil. I cannot over stress the importance of the shared imagery and
ideology between Great Britain and America; it is essential to my argument. Because of
this, I use images of America for both countries during the Revolution and the early
republic, though I limit myself to images that were consumed on both sides of the
Atlantic. The images used have been compared to one another and to other images of the
period.
As invaluable as objects are, like all sources, they have limitations. We can only
use those that have survived the test of time. Tastes change and objects are discarded into
waste bins, others are destroyed in devastating fires, natural disasters, by accident, or
through the process of natural deterioration. Fibers break down, paints and dyes fade,
metals rust. Also, many of the objects discussed are from middle and upper class
families, families that were able to purchase and preserve the decorative items.
Although extremely susceptible to environment conditions and personal
judgement as to whether they were important enough to save, prints may be an exception
because of their quantity. Prints were massed produced and could be found in
newspapers and magazines or in single sheet broadsides. While early American
magazines and newspaper subscriptions were quite expensive, ranging from what
unskilled laborers and skilled craftsmen might earn in two days or a week’s wages, they
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were pass-along to friends and family or read in a group setting increasing exposure of
ideas and images.18 Prints also could be purchased at various stores and shops for a
fraction of what other decorative objects cost. The vast amount of known images of
Liberty and Columbia speaks of her frequent appearance in early American visual culture
and of her popularity.
As unfortunate as these limitations are, we cannot let it deter us from exploring
the avenues that are available. All we can do is be conscious of the perspectives that we
cannot at present obtain. I have entered this project fully aware of the limited and
somewhat temporary nature of material and print culture. The prints and cartoons,
furniture, paintings, and decorative objects used in this study tell a story of emblems and
symbols as well as the meaning and rhetoric behind them.
The female body was used in popular revolutionary and republican images to
promote the ideals of virtue and to contribute to individuals’ self-understanding as
citizens of the new nation-state in an era with contradictory messages about the agency of
women in republican society. Liberty and Columbia in image and verse valorized certain
behaviors, revealing how the nation-state imposed its demands of virtue on its citizens,
and how visual culture of virtues may have influenced gender ideology.
By using objects from the past, we can learn the beliefs, ideas, identities, and
intentions of a culture on the most basic and most complex levels of comprehension.
While the images on the front of magazines represented publishers’ and editors’ attitudes

18 Amy

Beth Aronson, Taking Liberties: Early American Women’s magazines and Their
Readers (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2002), 14.
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and opinions, the popularity of images depicting Liberty as battle ready and Columbia as
basking in the glory of the period’s peace and plenty featured on decorative and
household objects reveals the cultural acceptance of the ideals they represent. Objects
depicting Liberty and Columbia have been found throughout the early republic, in middle
and upper middle class homes alike from Maine to Georgia. The prevalence of their
images and likenesses reveals their popularity and widespread acceptance throughout the
nation. Along with the study of objects and images, I am concerned with their historical
contexts.
The study of visual and material culture requires comparing the object’s message
with other contemporary sources. Each object has been placed into the broader context of
the revolutionary period and early republic in which they were made, owned, and used.
Traditional written primary sources have been paired with objects that serve as primary
sources as well as with secondary analysis.
Classicism was a way for Americans to talk and think about themselves in the
“republican vernacular” familiar among both men and women. Men and women of the
revolutionary generation simultaneously built new identities based on ancient heroes of
Greece and Rome. While men created individual and national identities based on GrecoRoman hero/soldier/farmer, women crafted a complementary, but different, ideal with the
Roman matron, according to Caroline Winterer.19 Newspapers, magazines, broadsides,
posters, and songs addressed the men and women of the young nation as the direct
descendants of these allegorical figures.
19

Winterer, The Mirror of Antiquity, 2-4.
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Male and female orators and writers refer to Americans as the sons and daughters
of Liberty and Columbia throughout the second half of the eighteenth century and well
into the nineteenth century to communicate the duties and obligations of America’s
children. New York Magazine in search of new contributors to the magazine in 1789
asked the “Sons and Daughters of Columbia” to submit their writing for publication, and
a poster from 1770 requests that the sons and daughters of Liberty stop purchasing goods
from Boston tradesman William Jackson because he ignored the colonial boycott of
British imports. Liberty and Columbia embodied the most important principle of the
early republic for both men and women, virtue. Because virtue was the quintessential
value in the early American, all Americans could “live” inside her regardless of their
gender and identify with her because of what she represented.20
Classicism was not limited to allegorical figures. Elite and middle class women’s
immense interest in the goddess and classicism helped to make the image of Columbia
enduring figure in American culture. The continued use of female personifications was
not solely dependent on the arts, American women also personified themselves by using
classical pseudonyms in private letters and in published articles as Roman matrons.
Women, Winterer argues, utilized classical tropes and symbolism dominated by men “to
make claims for political rights in a public discourse” saturated in classicism.21
Abigail Adams embraced the identity of Portia for nine years, signing the Roman
matron’s name rather than her own when writing to close friends and her patriotic hero
20

Warner, Maidens and Monuments, 12.

21

Winterer, The Mirror of Antiquity, 9-11 and 13.
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husband, John Adams. Abigail used Portia not only to connect with John over their love
of antiquity, it also allowed her assert some political meaning and republican ideology
into their relationship without overtly unsettling their domestic relationship. Women’s
agency during the early republic, as seen in their actions, education, and letters, gave
strength and longevity to Columbia’s image more than any other factor.
The present study is a survey of the relationship between late eighteenth century
Americans and the national female allegories they used to represented the new nation. It
uses artifacts as a primary sources including allegorical images of America on decorative
furnishings, paintings, and prints to reveal individual and cultural convictions in a rare
and tangible form. Through art we see a world as the creator and patron wanted to
project, a world unavailable to us through words, both metaphorically and ideally. I
interpret a range of sources, including text, images, letters and diaries, artifacts, and
furniture in order to connect gendered ideas of motherhood and the experiences of
republican citizenship with images and symbols familiar to eighteenth century
Americans. I am aware that I cannot speak for all revolutionary and republican images of
Liberty and Columbia; nor all Americans. Like all historians, I am limited by what is
available. Many depictions and references to Liberty and Columbia to one degree or
another pertain messages relating to their position as the maternal figures of the republic
or the roles and duties demanded of the Liberty’s and Columbia’s sons and daughters by
republican ideology of the early United States.
Chapter two reveals the exchange of ideas and ultimately the American claim to
liberal ideas and principles. Through the examination of the origins of these ideals from
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their roots in Rome to their resurrection in modern Europe before they crossed the
Atlantic alongside images of America’s female allegories from the 1760s-1780s, we can
analyze how the principles of liberty and republicanism shaped the founding of our
nation. Understanding where the principles of liberty and virtue originated allows us to
see how Americans reworked and refashioned these ideas for themselves. From the
acceptance of ancient and British republican ideology, Americans pushed the boundaries
of allegory, reshaping the image of Liberty into both a warrior as well as a mother figure.
While her image is not exclusively maternal, America’s sons and daughters claimed to be
her child. Within a couple of years of the Treaty of Paris in 1784, Liberty was replaced
by a figure who would truly represent the Mother of the Republic, Columbia.
Once independence was won, Americans began to expand their political and
cultural republican rhetoric to include liberty and another principle, virtue. While
classical republicanism of the revolution was primarily, although not exclusively, male
centric, the early national period’s republicanism encompassed both masculine public
spirit and private virtue of the Spartan Mother Roman Matron, or what historians have
labeled as the American Republican Motherhood. Chapter three expands David Hackett
Fischer’s and Jenna Gibbs’s discussions of Liberty and Columbia as a maternal figures
representing an enlightened, female republican polity, the Republican Mother. Images of
Liberty and Columbia show how representations of the female body were used as a
metaphor for the body politic, the people of America collectively organized as citizens of
the United States.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ORIGINS OF AMERICA’S
FEMALE ALLEGORIES:
ANCIENT LIBERTAS TO COLUMBIA

Americans worried about how to visually depict themselves during and after the
Revolutionary War. Throughout this period, portraits of American heroes such as George
Washington and Benjamin Franklin were widely reproduced in an immense variety of
American, British, and French popular artistic media. Their likenesses were
immortalized on medallions, on textiles for the home and wallpaper in “The Apotheosis
of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin,” as well as in paintings and prints. The
popularity of their images brought fear of an imperial presidency to President Washington
himself. This thought plagued American artists and founding fathers who sought an
alternative visual solution.
Instead of a flesh and blood figure, Americans chose to follow in the footsteps
their ancient forebears who used female allegorical figures to symbolize the geographical
location of America. But they pushed the boundaries of previous allegorical figures,
blending the geographical with the principle Americans so desperately fought to protect,
!17

liberty. John Higham states, “The shift from one symbolic system to another could not
have been more dramatically declared. America had become a principle as well as a
place.”22
The use of the feminine form in allegorical representations originated more than
two thousand years before the United States was founded. American Liberty and
Columbia were the product of revolutionary upheaval as well as a combination of ancient
Greco-Roman, Renaissance, and eighteenth century British iconographic traditions.
America’s allegorical figures bear connections with their ancient ancestors and modern
counterparts of Libertas and Britannia. This chapter traces the lineage of the allegorical
figure of America from ancient Rome to eighteenth century Britain before settling on
American shores during the Revolution. It also examines the deep connections between
British and American ideas of liberty and the eventual battle over liberal symbols in
Revolutionary images. Americans won both the political and iconographical rights to
liberty, the primary virtue, value, and principle of the young nation.
The visual arts were a very important form of political expression during the
eighteenth century as evident in the vast amount of prints, cartoons, and decorative
objects depicting national allegories in Britain and America, as well as France and other
Western nations. It is no accident that much of the art of early America draws inspiration
from ancient Republican Rome. The origins of Liberty can be traced back to early
modern Europe’s obsession with Rome. Before entering into early American
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iconography and its meaning, I believe it is prudent to first I examine the long use of
female allegories in the West. This will help to explain why female allegories, rather than
a male figure, came to represent the new nation from a iconographic stance. This chapter
will also show how Liberty evolved visually into the literary allegory of America known
as Columbia.

Ancient Britannia and Libertas
Early American republicans drew on ancient Greek and Roman traditions that
gave countries and territorial holdings feminine names, as defined in classical traditions
and languages.23 The name America comes from the feminine latinized Amerigo
Vespucci. Columbia as a female allegory of America was not abnormal or questioned
because of the authority of Latin grammar in the naming of kingdoms and cities which
were usually given female names in both ancient and modern times.
Representations of geographic personifications flourished throughout the art of
the ancient world. Britannia originated as a female geographical personification of the
most northern territory of the Roman Empire. The earliest surviving depiction of
Britannia dates to the reign of Claudius (42-54 A.D.) at an altar from Aphrodisias in Asia
Minor and features the emperor seizing a barbarian woman by her hair. She was first
depicted on coins around 143 or 144 A.D. seated wearing classical robes while carrying a
trident and wearing an antique helmet. Her posture and attributes are typical of classical
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figures representing cities and is suggestive of stability and dignity, according to Derk
Kinnane- Roelofsma.24 Jocelyn Toynbee argues it is a Greek rather than a Roman
tradition to personify a city or country as an “ideal” female. In the case of Britannia, the
image that stuck used her attitude, dress, and attributes as signifiers of identity, which
later transferred to Columbia. The tradition of illustrating cities and countries was no less
popular in Rome, but Romans personified a country in the realistic guise of an actual
inhabitant instead of the ideal version like the Greeks.25
Libertas, too, originated as an ancient Roman allegorical figure. Rather than
representing a location, Libertas instead personified freedom and liberty. Libertas comes
from the Latin adjective liber which means unrestricted, unbounded, and released from
restraint which lent itself well to revolutionary Americans who saw themselves as
entrapped by tyrannical British rule. Libertas is traditionally depicted in white robes with
a classical helmet holding a staff topped with a Phrygian cap and is either seated or
leaning on a decorated shield. The cap is described as being a soft, red, conical cap with
the top pulled forward and dates back to 800 BCE. The Phrygian cap is the most
distinctive figure of Libertas and her modern forms.
In ancient Rome, like modern Britain, America and eventually France, liberty was
one of the most important and revered virtues because it implied some form of autonomy,
separation, or independence. The Phrygian cap marked one’s freedom, libertinus, and
24
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was given to emancipated slaves during a ceremony where they placed the pileus on the
former slave’s shaved head (slaves were not allowed to grow out their hair nor were they
allowed to wear a cap) as a legal sign of their liberation and freedom from bondage.
Another item found along with the liberty cap in the eighteenth and nineteenth century
images under study is a rod. This rodis known as a liberty pole and usually has a red
liberty cap on top of it. This special rod was also used in ancient ceremonies of
manumission in which slaves were touched by a rod, the vindicta.
Libertas’s image proved to be timeless and enduring. Based on ancient coins
depicting Libertas and the liberty cap used, Renaissance artists revitalized Liberty’s
image which along with republican doctrine quickly spread across western Europe and to
the British Isles. Liberty’s use grew during the early modern period in Europe. France’s
Henry II in 1552 and England’s William of Orange and Queen Anne in the second half of
the seventeenth century both commissioned medals featuring her likeness.
The liberty cap and pole also became widely accepted symbols popularized by the
early seventeenth century release of one of the most influential books on classical
allegories and symbols in modern iconography, Iconologia by the Italian iconographer
Cesare Ripa. In Britain, France, and America these symbols became iconic in art and on
coins during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Their use reflected popular national
sentiments and attitudes for each nation which often led to questioning the other
countries’ ability of its citizens pursuit of freedom and liberty.
The histories of Britannia and Libertas show the persistence and appeal of
personified abstractions. Modern Britons and Americans adapted the image and virtue to
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fit their own beliefs and needs, particularly in the eighteenth century. Female allegories
of America acquire something of a combination of the personas before her, the capacity
to represent both a geographical location and a principle. Late eighteenth century prints
reveal their iconographic flexibility to convey changing meaning as the double
embodiment of national liberty and virtue in a representation of the new nation. David
Hackett Fischer examines how ideas of freedom and liberty “made America more free
than any one American ever was, or wished to be.”26 He argues modern uses of liberty
and freedom echo their ancient origins both in text and image. The major difference
between ancient and modern liberty is that the Romans conceived libertas as an acquired
civil right, not an innate right of man.27

America as the Indian Princess
Before Liberty and Columbia represented America, the United States was
depicted as an Indian Princess. The Indian Princess represented the colonies as the
counterpart and daughter to Britannia from 1755 through the mid-1770s. Because she
was originally a British motif, I believe, although it has not been argued before, that the
Indian Princess was a symbol of mainland Britons fears of parliamentary corruption
before she represented colonial rebellion. Britons in the mid-eighteenth century, as in a
century before, feared monarchical corruption, the loss of civic virtue, and imperial
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regulatory conspiracy plots against provincial liberty and property.28 These tensions
spread to America, fueling questions about representation and taxation among other
things. For Amelia Rauser, the instability in the mother country framed the political
tensions in the colonies. Artists on both sides of the Atlantic captured the political
restlessness in the period’s imagery in the form of the Indian Princess.
The Indian Princess herself originated from the Renaissance tradition of depicting
the continents, of which the entire Western Hemisphere was known simply as America.
This earlier America represented a vast and unfamiliar land filled with cannibals and
exotic animals completely alien to the Europeans who explored and settled this new
continent. European cartographers and artists, mystified by what they had seen and
heard, depicted the New World as an Indian Queen just as frightening and barbaric as the
stories they heard. Illustrated as a queen with bracelets adorning her ankles and arms, she
sits astride a ferocious grinning armadillo or alligator combining the beautiful and the
beastly in the New World. For all the potential wealth that America could offer, it was
still believed to be a land of backward, primitive barbarians. The muscular savage’s
lands were filled with naked cannibals and fearsome exotic animals.29 She is also
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associated with implements of war like the quiver and arrows, a scalping knife, and
severed heads enticing viewers with elements more curious than classical.30 America was
the most barbaric and savage of the four parts of the world. This impression of America
as the Queen evolved into the Indian Princess, the British symbol for the colonies.
In the years leading up to the Revolutionary War, the Indian Princess was the ideal
image for the period because of her ability to evoke “the ferocity and the militancy of the
American cause.”31 Colonial representations without hesitation depicted the Indian
Princess as America, which consisted of a bare-breasted Native American woman with a
wild, bold, and fierce appearance, like Revere’s A View of the Obelisk Erected Under
Liberty-tree in Boston on the Rejoicing for the Repeal of the ---- Stamp Act 1766 in
Figure 2.1. At the time of this print, Britons and colonists alike associated meddling
British officials and greedy ministers, and not the monarchy itself, as the source of
political conflict and strife.
Paul Revere’s 1766 Obelisk is the earliest known original American image of the
Indian Princess as the allegory of America. It is also the first print on either side of the
Atlantic to depict the Indian Princess in search of liberty. Obelisk reveals three important
insights into the colonial psyche. First, Paul Revere and those who reproduced the image
in newspapers and prints across the colonies accepted the allegorical figure of the Indian
Princess. Second, the colonists saw Liberty as the guardian of the Indian Princess and
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thus America. Another important thing to note is that the Obelisk depicts Liberty as a
separate figure than both Britannia and the Indian Princess. This is a very interesting
feature considering later allegorical images of America and Britannia show them in
possession of Liberty’s symbols rather than separate figures as in the Obelisk.
The Obelisk was a copperplate engraving based on an actual obelisk designed by Revere
and constructed by the Sons of Liberty in 1766 to celebrate the repeal of the Stamp Act.

!

Figure 2.1

Paul Revere, A View of the Obelisk Erected Under Liberty-tree in Boston
on the Rejoicing for the Repeal of the ---- Stamp Act 1766 / Paul Revere,
sculp., etching with watercolor, Boston, 1766. Courtesy of the Library of
Congress Prints and Photographs Division.
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The print was engraved by Revere to be published and sold before the
obelisk was fully erected. The physical obelisk was constructed out of translucent oiled
paper on a frame which was illuminated by lamps from within. The obelisk would have
been a glowing beacon of rebellion illuminated by 280 candles in the Boston Common
lighting up the darkness of a mid-eighteenth century night.32 The Massachusetts Gazette
And Boston News-Letter recorded the events surrounding the announcement of the repeal
in Boston and the celebrations relating to the erection of the obelisk, including bells
ringing, cannons discharging, fireworks, bonfires, and colored flags and banners
displayed on ships and houses all across Boston.33 The Sons of Liberty raised enough
money during the tide of joy that swept the city to pay the debts of those confined in jail.
Ira Stoll argues the repeal of the Stamp Act was a fatal blow to British authority in the
colonies. The repeal increased colonial pride, giving the colonists the confidence “to
rebel to the point of independence.”34
Although all four sides of the obelisk and their accompanying text are fascinating,
the first image in the set of four is most relevant to this discussion. In the first tableau,
entitled America’s distress apprehending the total loss of LIBERTY, America, as the
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Indian Princess, is depicted weakened by the trials and tribulations of the Stamp Act. She
is protected by Liberty holding a wreath and her liberty pole and cap. The winged figure
of Liberty acts as a buffer between America and an aerial attack from a devil-creature
descending from the skies carrying the Stamp Act in his gnarly claws. While Liberty
protects the skies, the Indian Princess looks terrified by the approach of ground troops of
four figures: the British Prime minister in a blue coat, a Scotsman in highland dress, a
monk, and another with snakes for hair reminiscent of Medusa.
The accompanying text begs “Fair Liberty” for her assistance in the fight against
the Stamp Act will enslave the colonies. Revere reminds Liberty in the third line of text,
“Have we not woo’d thee, won thee, held thee long.” The verse suggests that the
colonists had already won liberty and had been in possession of it for a while. The fourth
line is of particular interest and somewhat unexpected, “Lain in thy lap & melted on thy
tongue.” Revere seems to be speaking to a lover using seductive language. America’s
relationship to the liberty is romantic and even intimate, which makes sense if you
consider the image is dedicated “To Every Lover of Liberty.” Revere could have literally
meant lover. The ending lines refer to the potential enslavement of the colonies. This
usage reflects the way the term “slave” in the text was widely used at the time by
revolutionary pamphleteers and in street theatre, including plays written by women like
Mercy Otis Warren, to describe discontent over politics and protest unpopular taxes.35
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The Obelisk is a one of the first examples of the American use of Liberty as a
symbol of the colonial cause. The image spurred a decade and a half battle for symbols
of liberty between the British and Americans. The Indian Princess in English engravings
like The Female Combatants, Figure 2.2, were copied by American artists like Revere for

Figure 2.2

Anonymous, The Female Combatants, London, 1776. Courtesy of
The Lewis Walpole Liberty, Yale University.
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American newspapers, magazines, and broadsides, also became popular representations
of the colonies and the fight for liberty.36
The Female Combatants, along with many British and American prints from the
1770s, portrayed Americans as aggrieved Britons concerned with their rights, liberties,
and freedoms. As mentioned above, British and American artists alike depicted the
Indian Princess as vulnerable to the threats and games of British officials. They tended to
carry negative tones of the relationship between Britain and her colonies, even in their
American form. The images depict the perpetration of violence against the Indian
Princess, including prints where Britannia and America make amends and embrace. For
example, The Reconciliation Between Britannia and Her Daughter America by London’s
Thomas Colley portraits the Indian Princess under attack by British ministers and
officials, Figure 2.3. In all three of these prints the Indian Princess is either the Indian
Princess reaching out longingly for Britannia’s liberty pole and cap or in complete control
of the symbols of liberty, rather than Britannia.
Prints and cartoons, like the ones mentioned above, practically flew out of
England to land on American shores. They represent how Britons on both sides of the
Atlantic felt about and interpreted the conflict in the colonies. The American rebellion
that turned into the War for Independence was more than just colonists against the British
government. It was British citizens living in America and in England defending their
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rights to liberty as defined in the Magna Carta against a corrupt governmental system and
monarchy. No longer did the liberty cap represent Roman manumission of a slave, it was
the symbol of freedom from the bondage of Great Britain. By the end of the American
War of Independence, prints on both sides of the Atlantic no longer depict Britannia as
the guardian of liberty. Along with their independence, the Americans took possession of
the symbolism and accompanying values of liberty. Rauser argues, “‘Liberty’ and its
symbols had been so well-joined to the cause of the American colonies before the war,

!
Figure 2.3

Thomas Colley, The Reconciliation Between Britania (sic) and Her
Daughter America, etching, published by W. Richardson, London,
May 11, 1782. Courtesy of the Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Division.
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that it remained solely in their possession after it.”37 The national personification of
America, whether it be the Indian Princess, Liberty herself, or Columbia, from that time
forth was the guardian of liberty. Contemporary prints reveal America as the true savior
of liberty.
While mid-1770 images show the Indian Princess as the protector of the symbols
of liberty, these prints only mark the beginning of the transference of liberty politically
and in print. By the beginning of the Revolutionary War, American artists began to
express discomfort with the abused Indian maiden. They soon took liberty to mean literal
separation and freedom from Great Britain, and with their victory came the loss of liberty
in British political prints to America. The first signs of colonial rejection of the abused,
indigenous Princess began around 1776 with the appearance of Liberty as America.
Despite the acceptance of the Indian Princess as the symbol of the colonies, the
intense ideological conflict over literal and metaphoric meaning of liberty between
Britain and America eventually resulted in the rejection of the Indian Princess by
American artists. The Indian no longer represented a natural nobility, but rather a threat
to the Republic and the cause of cultural anxiety. Although her image continued to
occasionally be used into the nineteenth century, her popularity waned by the end of the
Revolutionary War in Europe, and in America the image nearly disappeared completely
during the early republic. Philip Joseph Deloria argues during the Revolution
“backcountry” racially charged savage stereotypes of native peoples grew out of wartime
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brutality and torture practices performed by the Indians. Stories of the scalping, rape, and
killing of white women, including the real-life tragedy of twenty-four-year old Jane
McCrae, fueled negative propaganda against native Americans, especially those who
fought for the British. Americans could no longer reconcile their identity with that of the
“generic, inhuman, savage Other,” the Indian Princess.38 She was soon replaced by an
image that looked more like the Americans who rejected her, Liberty

American Liberty
America, the Roman goddess Liberty, symbolized the changing opinions of
colonists seeking an independent identity, separate from Britain and from the one
assigned to them by the British. It shows a conscious move away from the allegorical
figure of the colonies as the daughter of Britannia and their role as second class citizens
of the mother country. The new deity commonly appears in a simple white classical
gown holding a staff with a fitted cone shaped cap called a pileus on top, emblems of
Roman emancipation. Along with declaring their parity with Britain and Rome visually
with Liberty, the former colonists declared their independence in words and through
actions. As a representation of separation from Britain, she also depicted the young
nation’s core classical republican principles, especially liberty.
Liberty in the Revolutionary period indicates the centrality of the antiquity to the
formation of American identity and political discourse in the early United States. The
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gendered body of the American republic’s first allegories were used to communicate
political and social meaning in an era where virtue was thought to be crucially necessary
to the foundations of republicanism. One of the earliest depictions of Liberty as a
representation of America is Paul Revere’s portrait of Samuel Adams for the frontispiece
of the April 1774 issue of the Royal American Magazine, Figure 2.4. The Royal
American Magazine had a wide circulation of about one thousand copies per issue. They
contained several images that are considered to be the most important works in the field
of engraving.39 Revere, in this image and his print Cabinet Junto created in January of
the same year, takes a step towards a new identity formed by Americans for themselves,
one that demands equality with the British icon and marks the beginning of America’s
relationship with ancient Rome.
Adams’s oval bust portrait is set against a dark background in an ornamental
Chippendale style frame. Below the frame is a scroll labeled “Magna Carta.” The
organizer and leader in the Sons of Liberty is surrounded by Liberty, Fame, and Minerva,
although some have identified this last figure as America. Liberty as America stands on a
tablet entitled “Laws to Enslave America.” The winged allegory Fame at the top, in her
typical manor, blows her horn while Minerva steps on a British soldier from the 29th
regiment holding a snake, a reference to the Boston Massacre. Minerva, wearing her
plumed helmet with an owl head and holding her shield covered with the face of Medusa,
triumphantly pins down the soldier with her spear tip.
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Figure 2.4

Paul Revere, Mr. Samuel Adams, frontispiece from the April 1774 issue
of the Royal American Magazine. Courtesy of the Yale University
Art Gallery.

Although Samuel Adams is the central and largest figure, typically denoting the
most important person in an image, Liberty’s image is far more interesting. At first
glance she is the stereotypical Liberty — classical gown with a liberty pole and cap.
Upon further inspection, we see Revere has intentionally drawn Liberty with her right
breast exposed. This is not an act of male eroticism, as her naked breast reveals a deeper
political message than the bust of Adams could express. The revealed breast is an ancient
secular motif of maternal care and not feminine vanity used in Revolutionary American
and French iconography.
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Liberty represented something the Indian Princess did not, the American fight for
liberty and freedom. Her image allowed Americans to visualize their rejection of
subordination to Britain through the creation of a new and separate polity and
personification. At the most basic level, the new image represents the overwhelming
acceptance of Republican ideals of liberty. As a symbol more relatable and relevant to
American ideals, Liberty announced America’s “equal status” to the former mother
country.40 Through their chosen personification, Americans declared themselves the
guardian of liberty, forever linking liberty and nationality.
Patience Wright was the subject of a 1777 print by John Downman as an allegory
of Liberty, Figure 2.5. Wright was an American artist well known for her political daring
and support for colonial rights and who spent the latter part of her career in London. She
was not shy about making a spectacle of herself and was known for passionate public
outbursts against the crown. Wright also was an extensive letter writer and extremely
clever about hiding secret military intelligence for leaders of the Revolution inside the
heads of her sculptures she sent to her sister who ran a wax museum in Philadelphia.
As much as the print may feature Patience Wright, it is also about the political
culture she took part in. In the image Wright, featured in profile, holds a staff and liberty
cap evoking the goddess Liberty. Even in contemporary clothing she represents
republican ideals important both in London and the colonies. She is the graceful
embodiment of liberal virtues. The caption at the bottom of the print reads, “Liberty I
am, and Liberty is Wright / And Slavery do disdain, with all my Might.” The slogan
40
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refers to the British enslavement of the colonies and is fitting for a woman as open about
her political leanings as Wright. Wendy Bellion argues that Wright’s politics were
recognizably linked to the Revolution and were ripe with possibilities for representation,
whether it be allegory, satire, or portraiture.41
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Figure 2.5

John Downman, Liberty I am, and Liberty is Wright / And Slavery do
distain, with all my Might, charcoal and black chalk touched with red
chalk, 1777. Courtesy of the British Museum.
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W.D. Cooper’s frontispiece engraving America Trampling on Oppression, Figure
2.6, for E. Newberry’s History of North America, features Liberty as America. She is
surrounded by the busts of Benjamin Franklin, wisdom and learning, and George
Washington, war. In this print Liberty is depicted in the guise of Minerva, the Roman
goddess of war and wisdom, as identified in the emblems associated with Franklin and
Washington were two of the early republic’s favorite founding fathers and they were
frequently represented in portraits and poems as the epitome of republican masculinity
and virtue. The presence of both figures flanking Liberty who holds her signature liberty
pole and “masculine” markers of post Revolutionary patriotism found in images of
Liberty. The British Empire is represented as the dead wolf below Liberty’s right foot.
The symbolism of Liberty pointing to laurel wreaths, an emblem of virtue, above
her reinforces the idea of be understood by the educated and uneducated of Britain and
America alike, all together declares America’s success against the British “oppression” is
the result of masculine virtue, military prowess, and practical learning. The image is a
prime example of how the new republic modeled itself on austerity and masculine virtues
exemplified by the classical figure of Liberty and ideal American republican men,
Franklin and Washington.
With a decade of Liberty’s rise to fame, her prominence as the national goddess
began to ebb. A new persona of America emerged as an improved and evolved version of
her predecessors, Columbia. Columbia represented America, traditional values of liberty,
and civic virtue.
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Figure 2.6

W.D. Cooper, America Trampling on Oppression, the frontispiece of E.
Newberry’s History of North America, London, 1789. Courtesy of the
Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division.

Miss Columbia
Within fifteen years, America went from colony to nation-state, a period of war to
prosperity, and America’s national allegorical images serve as markers of these
transitions. The second major visual shift of the nation’s female allegories took place in
the mid-1780s. Columbia replaced Liberty as the symbol of America, becoming the
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predominant figure in the prints and paintings, as well as other mediums such as
wallpaper, furniture, and fabrics.
Columbia was the ultimate allegorical figure of American from the late eighteenth
to the early twentieth century. Columbia was both the evolved version of Liberty and the
embodiment of virtue, the two most important principles of the young nation and early
republic. Both names seemed to be interchangeable in primary and secondary stories, but
I believe Columbia to be a distinctly unique figure after 1786 when she goes from a
literary figure of America to a visual character in American iconography. By picking up
the staff and liberty cap, known as a Phrygian or pileus cap, Columbia takes up the
American cause and the fight for liberty as well as the principle she represented prior to
her physical depiction, virtue.
Columbia’s origins began long before her first visual debut. She originated as a
poetic personification in late seventeenth century America, created by writers.
Massachusetts Bay Colony’s Chief Justice Samuel Sewall is credited with being the first
to use the term Columbia, the name of the New World in the 1697 essay Phænomena
quædam Apocalyptica, “It is every where called America... men should rather call it
Columbina (sic).”42 Columbia represented more than Sewall’s geographic designation,
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she represented the principles and virtues of the early republic. The nation’s new
allegorical figure carried both the American flag and the pileus and staff, unifying the
symbols of the new nation and American liberty. Simple aesthetic differences represent
important ideological changes, politically and socially. Unlike Liberty who was often
reproduced highly stylized and generic, Columbia dresses in simple white gowns and
wears her hair loose and curly in the popular styles of the late eighteenth century. Her
appearance, once stoic and reserved, becomes softer and more human allowing Columbia
to represent modernity.43 She was the embodiment of the new American way of thinking
about liberty and freedom.
Columbia became the predominant figure of the nation by the end of the
eighteenth century . She was brought into the limelight of American culture by poets,
composers, and orators as early as the 1730s. A few years after the second printing of
Phænomena in 1727, the name appears in English as Columbia in Gentleman’s Magazine
during the 1730s to describe the British American colonies. Out of colonial rebellion that
turned into a full on revolution, Americans sought to become the prototype for republican
values and rule commonly referring to the America as Columbia. In fact, one of the
proposed names for the new nation was Columbia.
In 1775, Mercy Otis Warren’s “Poetical Reverie” published in the Boston Gazette
and Philip Freneau’s American Liberty: A Poem in April, both referring fondly to
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Columbia.44 Philip Joseph Deloria, who sees the transition to Columbia straight from the
Indian Princess, suggests Americans moved away from the Indian Princess who was too
“crude... to function effectively as as national icon” towards a feminized version of
Columbus, a popular figure for fraternal societies, as a symbol of national culture.
By the 1770s, Columbia had become a popular poetic colloquialism for America in the
United States and Europe. The new national allegory inspired patriotic songs like
Timothy Dwight’s 1777 Columbia, and Joseph Hopkinson’s Hail Columbia in the late
1790s served as the nation’s unofficial anthem until the early twentieth century. Her
name and likeness appeared on every surface — physically and geographically.
Everything from colleges to state capitols to newspapers, magazines, rivers, ships, and
even railroad lines changed their names to Columbia.45 In 1784, King’s College in New
York City changed its name to Columbia College and in 1786 Columbia became the our
nation’s capital, the District of Columbia, in the early 1790s.
The prints and articles included in early American magazines and newspapers
contain a wealth of valuable material which reflect their times and the years preceding
independence.46 Columbia served as the embodiment of republican ideals of liberty as
well as commercial prosperity and rural simplicity in contrast to the warlike
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Revolutionary Liberty.47 Many wartime images of Liberty featured naval battles, armed
militias, and symbols of the ancient virtues of military action, conflict, and conquest.
Early Republican iconography tended to represent America as a peaceful republic of
agrarian farmers rather than aggressive warriors.48 Even when early Americans depicted
Columbia in the guise of Minerva, the goddess of wisdom and war, she appears as a
peaceful embodiment of a prosperous republic gesturing to the symbols of the liberal arts,
education, and commerce rather than combat.
Columbia was depicted as “the custodian and exemplar of the ultimate values in
which Americans believe,” according to Ashton Ketchum.49 I believe, like David Hackett
Fischer and Jenna Gibbs, that Columbia was an ideological figure as well, more than a
just an abstract allegory of a principle, such as liberty that was traditionally limited to
white male citizens of the early republic. While Columbia was created in a neoclassical
motif used as a unifying symbol “conveying the unique republican nature of the new
nation,” its citizens, and national identity, she quickly grew to represent much more.50
Columbia soon became the strong visual symbol of the emerging doctrine and virtue of
Republican Motherhood. A caring motherly figure, Columbia represented the ideal
Republican Mother and the Mother of the Republic. Her depictions served as a visual
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reminder to women of their duties for the nation to train their sons and inspire their
husbands towards civic participation and good citizenship (discussion to be continued in
the next chapter).
Columbia’s likeness leaped off the page and canvas of two dimensional works and
onto decorative household objects revealing her popularity within republican culture.
Christina H. Nelson argues the images found on cream-colored earthenware may have
inadvertently encouraged the growing sense of American nationalism in the early
republic.51 The transfer-printed ceramic tableware in Figures 2.7-9 was produced in great
quantities and typically depicted popular patriotic American prints, including ones with
anti-British sentiments. The images commemorated America’s hard-won independence
through tangible, universally understood symbols of their patriotism. These motifs
included Columbia and the Great Seal of the United States as well as contemporary
events, and symbols of commerce and trade, all of which are found on the Duxbury
pitcher.
Staffordshire and Liverpool creamware pitchers were specially created for the
American market between 1790 and 1825. Creamware depicting Columbia and other
nationalist motifs were an affordable way to display one’s patriotic spirit within the
home. A 12-quart Bailey and Batkin Staffordshire jug in 1817 was valued at $2.00,
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Figures 2.7-9 Late eighteenth-century creamware jug featuring Columbia on the front,
the Great Seal under the spout, and a ship at sea flying an American flag
on the other. Courtesy of the Duxbury Rural and Historical Society.
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which was equivalent to $32 in 2010.52 Most creamware tablewares were sold by
glassware merchants in the States but others were brought back by crew members of
ships returning from England. Although most surviving creamware have New England
or mid-Atlantic provenances, examples have been found as far south as Savannah, one of
the southernmost international seaports in America.
Wealthy citizens who commissioned large and expensive patriotic decorative
furniture pieces demonstrated their patriotic spirit of the new nation through domestic
objects. America’s first millionaire, Elias Hasket Derby, and his daughter, Elizabeth
Derby West, contracted local Salem master woodcrafters to design and build the two
mahogany chests in Figures 2.10-12.
Although the period value of Elias’ chest is unknown, Elizabeth’s was listed in an
inventory of “Madame Derby’s” bedchamber valued at $55, roughly $1,000 today.
The chests represent the family’s patriotism despite Derby’s loyalty to Britain at the
beginning of the Revolution. He quickly switched sides to become a staunch patriot after
the British seized four of his seven vessels and condemned them as prizes. Derby
responded in kind by converting his remaining three ships into privateers to capture
enemy ships, naming one Columbia. His success in privateering during the war allowed
him to support the Revolutionary cause by giving money and supplies to the Continental
army.
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Figure 2.10

Mahogany chest-on-chest made by Stephen Badlam of Salem and John
Skillin and Simeon Skillin of Boston. The pediment sculptures depict
Columbia flanked by the goddesses of Peace and Plenty, Salem, 1791.
Courtesy of the Yale University Art Gallery.

Both chests feature neoclassical female figures on the pediment. Columbia is the main
and largest figure on each. She expresses the families as well as America’s fundamental
principle of liberty with her pole and cap as well as virtue symbolized by the laurel
wreath in her other hand. On Elias’s, Columbia is accompanied by other figures which
celebrate the prosperity and peace of the early republic in an elaborate, yet practical and
functional chest. She is flanked by Peace holding a palm frond and olive wreath,
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symbols of peace, and her sister Plenty with her iconic cornucopia. These symbols and
allegories are emblematic of the Revolution and early republic.
The chest-on-chest McIntire built for Elizabeth Derby West is known as the
“Rosetta Stone” of McIntire’s motifs, including symbols of liberty, truth, and honor. And,
the allegorical figure of America as Columbia on the pediment of the chest is considered
his finest figural sculpture. As much as these two chests represent the Derby families’
personal patriotism, they also reflect their creators’ spiritedness, as well as that of other
Salem clients who commissioned patriotic furnishings.
The expression of patriotism in decorative objects was not entirely dependent on
consumer demand. Artists and craftsmen also crafted pieces without contracts. Salem's
master carver Samuel McIntire created his own version of neoclassical furnishings and
architecture that reflected the beliefs and aspirations of America’s founding generation.53
Throughout McIntire’s career, his repertoire was defined by the expressions of the new
nation’s ideals and aspirations, strength and power. He was known for his carved profile
bust portraits of George Washington as well as his American eagle carving on furniture
and in ornament rooms and buildings after the Continental Congress adopted the Great
Seal of the United States in 1782.
The founders demanded extraordinary moral character of its people because the
foundation of the American republic, like those before it, was built upon the self-denying
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Figure 2.11

Chest-on-chest with pediment depicting Columbia. Design and carving
attributed to Samuel McIntire, ca. 1806-09, Salem, MA. Mahogany,
mahogany veneer, ebony and satinwood inlay, and pine. Photograph ©
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Figures 2.12

Detail of chest-on chest. Photograph © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

virtue. Ruth Bloch argues that throughout the second half of the eighteenth century
“virtue was the most valued quality” reflecting individual commitment to the republican
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American cause.54 Classical republicanism of the mid-eighteenth century consisted of
masculine virtues important in the ancient and American male dominated political
system. Attributes of active, self-sacrificial service for the greater good of the republic
were male traits. While republican virtue of this earlier period spoke of military heroism,
civic activism of soldiers and orators who defended liberty, it also emphasized the role of
motherhood, if only in a limited capacity.
The earlier form of republicanism with its highly gendered version of citizenship
which excluded female involvement, forced women to create their own public identity.
Republican Motherhood was “invented” to allow women to establish a relationship to the
state through the reinterpretation of traditional domestic responsibilities thus making
motherhood a political act. According to Kerber women “devised their own
interpretation of what the Revolution had meant to them” and invented “an ideology of
citizenship that merged the domestic domain of the preindustrial woman with the new
public ideology of individual responsibility and civic true.”55
This new ideology described by Gordon Wood as “affective” republicanism was
crucial to the success of the young nation. It emphasized fellow-feeling, benevolence,
and private virtue as community strength.56 As the manifestation of liberty and virtue in
the early republic Columbia, is perhaps the best-known depiction of the republicanism.
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Columbia, as America and Liberty, was used as a rallying character in text and image for
all Americans because she was the ultimate manifestation of freedom from tyranny. The
next chapter examines how Liberty and Columbia served as early American icons of two
types of Republican Motherhood and how their “sons and daughters” save themselves as
the protectors of virtue and the republic.
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CHAPTER THREE

REPUBLICAN MOTHERS,
SONS OF LIBERTY, AND COLUMBIA’S DAUGHTERS

Revolutionary and republican ideology magnified the importance of motherhood
as a crucial political role for women. The founding generation of the country believed
the future of the nation depended upon virtuous, moral, trustworthy citizens. Many
asserted that men could only be virtuous if their women were and that the morals of
women automatically determined the morals of men.57 Historians Linda Kerber and
Mary Beth Norton refer to this ideology as “Republican Motherhood.”
The domestic sphere took on a new and critically important role: it became the
source of virtue and stability in the years around the war which were filled with
uncertainty. Writers and orators proclaimed the importance of America’s female citizens
starting in the 1760s, if not earlier. During the Revolution, women were told to use their
virtuous influence over their husbands, sons, and male relatives to shape the moral
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character in the direction of benevolence, self-restraint, and responsible independence.58
Following the doctrine of Republican Motherhood, the nation’s success or demise rested
on the shoulders of American women.
Chapter two briefly touched upon Liberty and Columbia as motherly figures in
the discussion of Paul Revere’s Portrait of Samuel Adams. Using a combination of visual
imagery and textual references this chapter will continue the examination of the
glorification of Liberty and Columbia as mothers of the early republic in America. The
first section will show how ancient iconography and ideas of motherhood were combined
with republican American political beliefs and popular imagery. This helped to create a
new identity for the young nation’s female allegories and the American people
themselves as the sons and daughters of Liberty and Columbia in the second part of the
chapter.

Spartan Mothers
and Roman Matrons
Early American classicized maternal imagery featuring ample breasts, swelling
pregnant bellies, or mothers with children served as a link to antique iconography
traditions. They bridged modern republicanism with the ancient past through the body of
America’s national female allegorical figures associated with Republican Motherhood in
two ways: the Spartan Mother and the Roman Matron. The ideology of the Spartan
Mother was represented by Miss Liberty during the Revolution when war was a reality
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for every family. The doctrine of the Roman Matron, described by historians Linda
Kerber and Mary Beth Norton as a Republican Motherhood, was reflected by Columbia.
These ideological beliefs were not only endorsed but promoted by elite and educated
women for the good of the family and the nation. These figures served as a metaphor for
motherhood, the vehicle for women’s incorporation into the new republic body politic.
The Spartan Mother and Roman Matron developed out of the Republican
women’s familial, political, and philosophical concerns popularized during the 1770s.
They reached their height of influence in the second half of the eighteenth century during
a period heavily influenced by a sense of classicism in the arts and political culture that
focused on civic responsibilities. While the need for Spartan Motherhood faded in the
years following the war, the need for Roman Matrons grew even stronger.
Private letters and published works show how interested educated and relatively
affluent, women were in the creation of the new republic and the role and rights of
women in it. Through their writings women entered conversations on national policy and
interests once solely dominated by men. They depict Spartan and Roman motherhood
not just to her maternal duty, but as women’s obligation to the nation. Mercy Otis Warren
wrote to Abigail Adams in 1775 about themselves as Roman Matrons having heroic
husbands with “Distinguished Zeal, integrity and Virtue.” She was a virtuous, learned,
chaste, and nationalist married mother. Warren, in a 1776 letter to Mrs. Adams, said
that“a truly patriotic Lady” would show “Patience, Fortitude, Public Spirit, Magnanimity,
and Self Denial.”59
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We can see the visual differences in a side-by-side comparison of Liberty and
Columbia in Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere’s 1775 Pennsylvania Magazine frontispiece
“The Congress” and C.W. Peale’s Columbia on the January 1790 title page of The
Universal Asylum and Columbian Magazine, Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The Pennsylvania
Magazine: or, American Monthly Museum and the Universal Asylum and Columbian
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Figure 3.1

Pierre Eugene Du Simitiere, Goddess America or The Congress,
frontispiece of the Pennsylvania Magazine: or, American Monthly
Museum, engraving, 1775. Courtesy of the Library of Congress Rare Book
and Special Collections Division.

Figure 3.2

C.W. Peale, untitled frontispiece of The Universal Asylum and
Columbian Magazine, vol. V, January 1790. Courtesy of the Library of
Congress Microform Reading Room Section.
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Magazine were printed in Philadelphia and had national circulations. The Pennsylvania
Magazine, edited by Thomas Paine, had a circulation of over fifteen hundred subscribers
for its eighteen monthly issues, a number greater than any other American magazine at
that time. The Universal Asylum and Columbian Magazine, dedicated to recording the
history and narratives of the Revolutionary War, was also one of the eighteenth century’s
greatest, “handsomest,” and widely circulated magazines, according to historian Frank
Luther Mott.
At first glance the images seem fairly similar, both featuring a female figure
sitting amongst a treasure trove of objects with tall ships in the background. However,
their overall messages are quite different. Upon further inspection of the first print, we
see Liberty, as America, heavily armed and surrounded by symbols of war and combat.
In this image, Liberty embodies the Spartan spirit. She holds her shield in a defensive
position with one arm as she displays the liberty pole and cap with the other. Although
Liberty wears a Roman style gown, she wears Minerva’s helmet like a crown and proudly
carries her weaponry. She is prepared for anything and is ready to defend what she
represents, freedom.
In the second image, Columbia is not depicted in a vigorous struggle but in a
serene state of victory and triumph. Liberty’s cannons, axes, and pine tree or Liberty tree
are replaced with a painter’s palette, a scroll, and an olive branch as a sign of peace.
Columbia is relaxed, leisurely reading and playing with flowers untouched by war.
Although she retains the characteristics of a warrior, her appearance is spotless and tidy
with mint condition armor over a snow white robe. The shield resting next to her has
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changed position and design. Liberty’s shield, branded with the Penn family coat of
arms, is tucked tightly under her right arm versus Columbia’s shield, now marked with
the official seal of the United States, which is pushed to the outer edge of the print. The
faraway ship in the first image is much more prominent in the second; it now proudly
flies the American flag at its bow compared to the unidentifiable flag before. In this
image we see the influences of the ideals of Republican Motherhood in the symbols of
virtue, learning, and the toddler.
The Spartan Mother first appeared in early modern prints and images as a mother
sending her son off to war with the ancient Spartan mentality that he would either return
carrying his shield or be brought back home dead upon it. Women’s patriotism was
displayed in their sacrifice of the men whom they loved. Judith Sargent Murray
promoted this view of women’s new patriotism and heroism suggesting that the daughters
of Liberty should act like “Spartan Mothers.” The Spartan Mother saw her duty to her
nation as more important than her private affection. In Murray’s own words the title
“Citizen” possessed greater esteem than “Mother.” The nation was held in such high
regard compared to personal familial attachment “that they are said to have shed tears of
joy over the bleeding bodies of their wounded sons.”60
The ideology of the Spartan Mother required that women as mothers and wives
use their moral influence over soldiers to urge their sons and husbands into battle. This
self-sacrificial love for liberty, family, and country is depicted in Paul Revere’s engraving
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of John Hancock, Figure 3.3.61 In the image Revere’s good friend is shown in a threequarters view profile portrait entitled The Honble. John Hancock, Esqr. The print was
published as the frontispiece for the March 1774 issue of the Royal American Magazine.
Hancock is flanked by Liberty and an “ancient Briton” in full medieval armor while a
cheerful Fame, an ancient winged allegory, blows her infamous trumpet.
While the focal point of the image is Hancock, the other figures are no less
important. Several interesting visual clues hint to the greater message of the
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Figure 3.3

Paul Revere, The Hon. John Hancock, Esq., frontispiece from the March
1774 issue of the Royal American Magazine. Courtesy of the American
Antiquarian Society.
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composition, most notably the way Liberty and the Briton affectionately stare at one of
the Sons of Liberty, Hancock, with an affectionate parental gaze. Liberty’s open gown
suggests her more maternalistic side, her revealed breast symbolizes her as a mother
offering nourishment to her son and the republic. The image also displays a more
protective side of motherhood; beneath Liberty lays the body of a British soldier holding
a snake. The soldier is from the Royal 29th Regiment, the group responsible for the
deaths of five colonists during rioting in front of the Boston Customs House on the
evening of March 5, 1770. This event, known as the Boston Massacre, went down in
American history as the first bloodshed in the American Revolution. Revere’s portraits of
Samuel Adams and John Hancock reveal the soreness still felt by the Americans from the
event four years later.
The image embraces British liberty. The man identified as a Briton is wearing full
body armor of a knight and plumed helmet armed with a shield, spear, and sword, all
symbols found in later images of Liberty as Minerva. He stands next to a copy of the
Magna Carta, Latin for the Great Charter of Liberties of England, the inspiration for what
would become the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This image shows the
transition of traditionally British symbols becoming American: the British knight, the
Magna Carta, and Liberty herself.
The Roman matron also focused on the moral influence of women over their
menfolk but in a different, more fitting way for the early republic. Women were called
upon as citizens to enrich public life through educating and influencing men as guardians
and guides of men by proudly transforming their homes into schools for good citizenship.
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The Roman matron offered a new female republican identity that allowed American
women to define their goals and aspirations within the framework of the early Republic
as well as an entryway into a political conversation they could not fully participate in
through their close, familial relationships to male patriots.
America needed women to be Roman matrons as much as it needed men to be
Roman senators and soldiers. The early republic relied on educated citizenry, both men
and women, to be virtuous and good. Women became the moral beacons to their sons
and husbands and better mothers through their responsibility for their children and
families. Women were not merely raising sons and daughters; they were performing their
patriotic duty as mothers to educate the nation’s future citizens and leaders. The role of
raising children to be good, moral, and virtuous citizens offered women a political role
indirectly through their sons. The future of the nation depended on mothers, explained
one graduate of Susanna Rowson’s female academy. This student regarded women’s love
of virtue as an inspiration for men and a guide for true civic liberty. She also believed
that the “future heroes and statesmen, when arrived at the summit of military or political
fame” would “exalting declare, it is to my mother I owe this elevation.”62
Even in their private letters eighteenth-century Americans emphasized Roman
women’s attainment of republican public and private virtue and how they fought to
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restore republican values during periods of imperial corruption.63 Oliver Wolcott, Sr.
uses the phrase in a 1776 letter to his wife, Laura Wolcott, to suggest American women
emulate Roman and Grecian matrons should they be called to “Exercise of the greatest
female Heroism.”64 When the time came, Laura mustered the courage and strength of a
proper Roman matron to assist with melting of an equestrian statue of King George III to
make 4,250 lead cartridges for the Continental army. John Adams uses the phrase
outright in a 1779 letter to Abigail Adams, “Some of them it is true would have done
Honur to the most virtuous and most accomplished Roman Matron.”65
Women’s newly elevated position in society was reinforced through republican visual
symbols that spawned across canvas, paper, ceramics, furniture, and every other surface
available. Columbia became a strong visual symbol of the emerging doctrine and virtue
of the Roman matron. As the ideal Republican Mother, Columbia served as a visual
reminder of women’s duty to the nation to train their sons and inspire their husbands
toward civic participation and good citizenship.
The 1787 frontispiece of Columbian Magazine, or Monthly Miscellany is about
mothering for the success of the republic and the education of the next generation. It
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emphasizes the essential nature of the importance of educating children to be good
citizens, Figure 3.4. The image Columbia is depicted as a caring motherly figure
presenting two children, a finely dressed boy and girl, to the Roman goddess of wisdom,
Minerva. Columbia is not depicted as a goddess like Minerva, but as a mother and the
negative space between the two figures serves as a place where the heavens meet earth.
Minerva welcomes her sister deity and the children as she leans on a pedestal featuring a
globe, book, and a scroll inscribed with “Independence the reward of Wisdom, Fortitude
and Perseverance.” The children in the image represent the future citizens of
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Figure 3.4

Untitled frontispiece from the Columbian Magazine, or Monthly
Miscellany, engraving, Philadelphia, PA, 1787. Courtesy of The
University of Pittsburgh Library.
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America according to the text that reads, “While Commerce spreads her canvas o’er the
main / And Agriculture ploughs the grateful plain / Minerva aids Columbia’s rising race /
With arms to triumph and with arts to grace.” By bringing her children to Minerva, the
goddess of wisdom, Columbia seeks help in raising the children to be good, moral, and
virtuous.
Although Minerva seems friendly enough with an outstretched arm to the group
and gentle smile, she remains stoic in her plumed helmet, retaining the pose and formal
attributes of a proper goddess. In contrast, Columbia seems softer and more relaxed. She
displays what appears to be loving, human behavior by holding the young boy’s hand and
allowing the older girl to hold onto her. The image leaves little doubt that Columbia
personifies the virtue of Republican Motherhood, a fact that would not be lost on her
viewing public who understood the future of the nation depended on mothers raising
strong, virtuous, and moral sons and daughters.
Advocates for Republican Motherhood emphasized the importance of educating
women to strengthen personal and national virtue. A mother’s job was to inculcate values
of liberty and independence, morality and virtue in their sons and daughters, though her
education did not include developing an independent character, argues Mark Kann.66
John Adams wrote to his “dear daughter,” Abigail Adams Smith, in 1796 warning of the
world “running wild… loose from every divine and moral tie” and from “genuine
discipline and virtuous education.” Adams reminds her that she and the generation
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coming up have a duty and responsibility to educate their children and raise families
“from whom much will be expected.”67
Northern and Southern women found a comfortable and culturally accepted way
to support the political revolution through the Spartan Mother and Roman Matron
without disrupting their domestic relationships. This newly created identity allowed
women to contribute to both the success of the Revolution and to building the new
republic without leaving behind their traditional roles as wives and mothers. Despite the
monumental changes in women’s status, the scope of women’s true influence on politics
remained quite limited. As radical as the Spartan Mother and Roman Matron were, they
were also deeply conservative. Women were responsible for channeling civic virtue to
men domestically, not publicly.68 They required women to stay in the narrow confines of
the home and restricted their politicization to the family.

Daughters of Liberty and Columbia’s Sons
Columbia’s sons and the daughters of Liberty were called into action, giving
republican men and women a position of responsibility and a sense of pride that they
could be the source of change. A 1770 poster called upon the "Sons and Daughters of
Liberty" to stop purchasing goods from Boston tradesman William Jackson because he
ignored the colonial boycott of British imports. The poster shows how men and women
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were asked to participate politically by boycotting British goods. Through their actions,
the sons and daughters of Liberty took a step away from Britannia and one towards
becoming the children of an independent America. References to the daughters of
Liberty and Columbia’s sons continued well into the nineteenth century. This personal
designation and title gave American men and women a sense of belonging to the nation
through these two female allegorical figures.
Songs and toasts spoke of the goddess of Columbia, celebrating good and faithful
citizenship and fraternal bonds of republican men formed through their defense of liberty
of the new nation. “Parody on the Marseilles Hymn” adapted for the poem “Sons of
Columbia” beckons “Columbia’s Sons, awake to glory, Your Guardian Genius bids you
arise; Transmit your name to future story, As learned, gen’rous, brave, and wise.” The
poem orders Columbia’s sons to oppose “all treacherous foes” so her children, the
American people, can live free or die bravely defending liberty, “though noblest gift of
Heav’n.”69
Poetry, too, allowed Americans to express their connection to the national deities.
One of the most intriguing examples of early republican poetry about a son of Columbia
can be found in a letter sent to George Washington by Phillis Wheatley at the beginning
of the war in October of 1775. Contained in the missive was a commending poem
entitled “His Excellency General Washington.” This poem in particular reveals how
embedded Columbia’s presence was in Revolutionary America. Even an emancipated
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slave, although she was an unusually well educated emancipated slave, understood and
accepted Columbia as a maternal figure of America’s finest sons.
Wheatley glorifies Washington, praising him as the “true son” of Columbia. She
praises the General’s valor and virtue, and begs Washington to use Columbia, the Mother
of the Republic, as his muse and guardian. Columbia’s beauty is also described as
“divinely fair” with olive and laurel branches binding her golden hair, her strength,
“Gallic powers.” Wheatley’s confidence in the revolution is apparent in her poetry when
she writes, “anon Britannia droops the pensive head.”
Washington was so taken by the poem he extended an invitation to her for a visit
to his headquarters in Cambridge. Washington himself considered publishing the poem
but feared the action might appear vain. By the following spring, Wheatley published the
poem herself in the April 1776 issue of the Pennsylvania Magazine. The use of classical
references gives the reader a sense that the revolution is of divine importance and of the
centrality of classicism of the late eighteenth century.
While most transfer-printed designs were pictorial, songs like “Adams and
Liberty” written by Robert Treat Paine in 1798 also appeared on ceramics, Figure 3.5.70
“Adams and Liberty” is considered the first presidential campaign song and one of the
most popular songs of its time. The song was inspired by contemporary events including
the “XYZ Affair” and the subsequent undeclared Quasi War (1798-1800) between the
United States and France as well as the passing of the Alien and Sedition Acts set to the
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tune that became the melody for the national anthem. The “sons of Columbia, who
bravely have fought” in the Revolution are called upon to recognize the peace and
prosperity of the nation. At the same time Columbia’s sons are asked to take to up arms
to defend American freedom and liberty because never “shall the sons of Columbia be
slaves.”

!
Figure 3.5

John Adams and Liberty, English creamware black transfer-printed quart
mug, probably Liverpool, ca. 1798-1801. Obtained from Northeast
Auctions.
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The longevity of the Columbia was in part due to the ideals of versatility and flexibility in
domestic and public languages.71 Republican ideology relied on an educated citizenry, of
both men and women. Americans also proudly professed women as the virtuous
“Daughters of Columbia,” reminding them of their moral and national duties as
Republican Mothers. Female students were told at a commencement oration at Columbia
College in 1795 that the reformation of the world was in their power. American solidity
and the stability of liberty in the new nation rested on women’s shoulders. The “lovely
daughters of Columbia” were told to assert the honor of their sex to banishing crimes of
corruption “which have never yet failed of giving rise to tyranny, or anarchy.” It was the
responsibility of women to keep the country virtuous and maintain its independence.72
Women were also asked to perform patriotic duties as the offspring of Liberty and
Columbia in other ways. A 1768 poem refers to America’s women as the noble daughters
of the national deity. The daughters of Liberty were called to “nobly arise” to use their
domestic purchasing power as their weapon against taxation without representation. The
poem declares “we’ll part with our Tea” rather than their freedom.73 The poem speaks of
the importance of women’s consumer habits and consumption. By asking them to
boycott British goods, tea in this case, replacing it with homemade items, the poem
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Winterer, The Mirror of Antiquity, 8-9.
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“On Female Influence,” Columbia College Commencement Oration (1795) published
in New York Magazine (May 1795), 301-305 and Linda Kerber, Women of the Republic,
230.
73 As

seen in Sara M. Evans, Born for Liberty (New York: Free Press Paperbacks, 1997),

49.
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empowers women to take a stand in the fight for freedom. While Liberty primarily was
used to reference male public spirit, this poem clearly reveals early Americans at some
level believed women were both capable of public spirit and that they valued women’s
efforts in the defense of liberty through “domesticated” private warfare. The founding
generations used references of Americans as the heirs to Liberty and Columbia to inspire
the new republic to be virtuous citizens.
The most striking difference between Columbia and her allegorical predecessors
was how contemporary and tangible she felt even in the most abstract scenes. Everything
about her including the contemporary dress and popular hairstyles to her engaging facial
expressions and actions reminded viewers of their sisters, cousins, mothers, friends, and
even oneself. This realistic quality of Columbia’s character was best immortalized in
Edward Savage’s famous 1796 engraving, Liberty in the Form of the Goddess of Youth:
Giving Support to the Bald Eagle, Figure 3.6. No other work succeeded Savage’s print in
humanizing the national goddess.
In this painting, Savage draws upon established sets of standards of revolutionary
and republican motifs to make his goddess the ideal embodiment of the nation and
motherhood. His iconographic symbols combine in a single allegorical image that would
be easily understood by contemporary viewers. The buxom Columbia is depicted in the
guise of Hebe, the goddess of youth offers a chalice to a swooping American eagle, the
official symbol of the Republic, as she tramples on the symbols of monarchy: a key to the
Bastille given to George Washington by Lafayette, a smashed royal scepter, and the
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Figure 3.6

Liberty in the Form of the Goddess of Youth: Giving Support to the Bald
Eagle by American artist Edward Savage, 1796. Courtesy of the Library
of Congress Prints and Photographs Division.

Figure 3.7

Embroidery based on Savage’s Liberty in the Form of the Goddess of
Youth created by Mary Green of Worcester, MA in 1804 at the age of 16.
Obtained from the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media at
George Mason University.

medal and garter of a royal order. In the ominous clouds in the background is an
American flag mounted with a liberty cap. From the frightening cloudy sky a bolt of
lightning strikes the spire of the Old North Church sending a divine message to the
British ships in Boston Harbor, legendary home of the Tea Party and the focus of the
Intolerable Acts, to flee.
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Savage’s engraving was reproduced in many reinterpretations including reverse
glass paintings, creamware, prints, and embroidered needleworks in China, England, and
across America in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The image in its
various forms can be found in museums across the nation including the Worcester
Museum of Art in Massachusetts, at the Library of Congress, and in private art
collections around the world. An original engraving print even hung in Thomas
Jefferson’s parlor in Monticello among his collection of historical, religious, and
allegorical artwork. Jefferson, who passionately felt the preservation of liberty to be of
the utmost importance, most likely purchased Liberty in the Form of the Goddess of
Youth from Savage’s Columbian Gallery in Philadelphia in March 1797.74 Columbia’s
nurturing spirit remained the focus of American iconography for the next 150 years until
she faded in the shadow of Uncle Sam in the 1920s.75
Liberty in the Form of the Goddess of Youth touched on national pride in
republican virtues and values expressed in the image’s symbolism as well as on an
individual level. This image was interpreted as allegorical as well as prescriptive. As
indicated in the title, the main figure is a young woman not unlike the many republican
adolescent girls who copied Savage’s image in their embroidery. Figure 3.7 is a
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Monticello and the Thomas Jefferson Foundation, “Liberty in the Form of the Goddess
of Youth,” http://www.monticello.org/site/research-and-collections/liberty-form-goddessyouth-engraving.
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Even though her light began to dim after the Romanesque deity Columbia first
appeared after the Revolutionary War, the Indian Princess remained in use throughout the
nineteenth century. Many times the two were combined resulting in a fair skinned
warrior goddess with a feathered headdress and a bow and quivers.
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beautifully preserved example created by Mary Green of Worcester, Massachusetts, as a
part of her training in feminine accomplishments including fancy needlework skills.
Women’s education and growing influence became a major concern and a source of
anxiety in the republic. Republican ideology stressed women could best serve the
republic as the guardians of virtue and the hope for the future. Through their virtuous and
moral behavior they would transform their husbands and sons into virtuous men and good
citizens. Savage’s Columbia is the ideal young woman clad in period fashions including
a popular style of white diaphanous dress and loose windblown hairstyle of the 1790s,
see Figures 3.8 and 3.9 for contemporary comparisons.
The rising literacy rates in the early republic opened a new outlet for Columbia’s
daughters after the Revolution. The daughters of Columbia increasingly entered the
world of magazines and books, both as readers and writers, where they explored
questions of republicanism through familiar female classical figures from Greco-Roman
antiquity. Judith Sargent Murray as early as the signing of the Declaration of
Independence sought to create a female American identity and claim to citizenship. In a
letter to Mercy Otis Warren, Murray describes herself and Warren boldly and proudly as
“daughters of Columbia.”76
The success of powerful classical female icons was in part due to women’s
participation in the public domain with help of the growing print culture of the early
republic, itself a reflection of women’s increased access to education. Winterer suggests
76

Judith Sargent Murray to Mercy Otis Warren, March 1796, Boston Literary History,
MHA, found at http://www.bostonliteraryhistory.com/chapter-6/judith-sargent-murraymercy-otis-warren-1728–1814-autographed-letter-march-1796.
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that the widespread use of female allegories including Columbia speaks more to women’s
growing place in society rather than their political disenfranchisement. “Classical female
icons, far from being barricades of exclusion” became “women’s portals of entry into
public life.”77 Classical tropes allowed women to make claims for political rights.
In 1793, Annis Boudinot Stockton wrote the poem “Impromptu On hearing that a print of
the Guliteene (sic) with our beloved presidents figure under it was executed in Mr Genets
family - under his Sanction.” The classically influenced poem was Stockton’s response

!
Figure 3.8

Gown with white needlework, American gown made of textiles from
either Asia, India, or England, ca. 1795-1810. Courtesy of Colonial
Williamsburg.

Figure 3.9

Gilbert Stuart, Portrait of Anne Willing Bingham, oil on canvas,
Philadelphia, 1797. Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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Winterer, The Mirror of Antiquity, 9.
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to a print supposedly linked to Genet which depicted Washington trapped under
a French guillotine. The print was published in 1793, during a period of time when
Washington and Genet were on bad terms.
“Impromptu” served as Stockton’s call for “Columbia’s Daughters” to defend
their president and the republic against the French swine, Genet. She begs American
women to channel the powerful ancient Amazon spirit to help defend the nation’s honor.
“Impromptu” calls upon Columbia’s daughters to arm themselves like “greecian dames”
and Amazons to defend and protect George Washington and America against the
defamation by the French diplomat Edmond-Charles Genet.78
The 1792 frontispiece for the first issue of Ladies Magazine and Repository of
Entertaining Knowledge, known as “Genius of the Ladies Magazine,” addressed the hotly
debated topic of women’s higher education, Figure 3.10. The print depicts three women,
two allegorical and the third a real young woman wearing a fashionable Greco-Roman
empire gown of the late eighteenth century. Columbia as America, Victory, and a
“daughter of Columbia” are set against a classical backdrop giving the unfolding scene a
timeless feeling. Columbia sits in an open air pavilion decorated by Corinthian columns
and laurel branch designs on the ceiling representing peace and virtue, the trademark
themes of the republican period, with the mountains in the background. At Columbia’s

78 Annis

Boudinot Stockton, “Impromptu On hearing that a print of the Guliteene (sic)
with our beloved presidents figure under it was executed in Mr Genets family - under his
Sanction,” Only for the Eye of a Friend: The Poems of Annis Boudinot Stockton, ed.
Carla Mulford, 178. The poem also references Stockton’s opposition to the French
Revolution. The “San Culottes” or sans-culottes were radical left-wing partisans of the
lower French classes during the French Revolution.
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feet rest typical symbols of women’s education and learning which commonly
accompany her: a harp, painter’s palette and brushes, globe, books, and a scroll with
geometric shapes.
In this print Columbia is neither strictly allegorical nor is she completely flesh and
blood, but rather a hybrid of the two. She receives her fully human daughter wearing a

!
Figure 3.10

Engraved by James Thackara and John Vallance, The Genius of the Ladies
Magazine, accompanied by the Genius of Emulation, who carries in her
hand a laurel crown, approaches Liberty, and kneeling, presents her with
a copy of the Rights of Women, frontispiece from the “Ladies Magazine
and Repository of Entertaining Knowledge,” Philadelphia, 1792.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division.
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fashionable Greco-Roman empire gown on bended knee. The daughter presents a scroll
titled The Rights of Women to Columbia in a plea for equal rights for women. The last
figure, the Genius of the Lady’s Magazine, in a classical robe with her left breast revealed
and holding a horn and laurel branch in the air, oversees the conversation not as an active
member of the composition but as a muse to the other two women. The print presents the
notion of women’s rights with a copy of English feminist Mary Wollstonscraft’s
Vindication of Rights of Women which is not only depicted in the image but enclosed in
the magazine’s papers.
The Lady’s Magazine address itself to the “fair daughters of Columbia.” It was
the first American women’s magazine. It contained literature by, for, and about women.
Within the papers of the magazine the concerns of women’s education and marriage, as
well as their position in society. The image links the connection between women’s
education and the values of virtuous citizenship.79 The “Genius of the Ladies Magazine”
depicts that some of Columbia’s daughters’ desire for learning grew from needing a basic
education to help in raising moral sons and husbands to personal enlightenment for
themselves and for their own benefit. Women including Mercy Otis Warren and Judith
Sargent Murray were outspoken about the need to defend women’s rights to education in
print and on stage. These women and many others helped to shape early national female
identity and American culture through their published essays, plays, and poetry.80
79

Lisa M. Logan, “The Ladies in Particular,” Periodical Literature in Eighteenth-century
America, ed. Mark Kamrath and Sharon M. Harris (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee
Press, 2005), 279.
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Sheila Skemp, First Lady of Letters: Judith Sargent Murray and the Struggle for Female
Independence (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 272.
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As conversations about virtue and republicanism spread throughout the country
emphasizing good citizenship as the essential quality for the success of the republic, so
did the doctrines of Republican Motherhood and maternal images of Columbia. I argued
in this chapter that Columbia represented Republican Motherhood and served as a role
model for Americans to emulate as the children of Liberty and Columbia. Personal
writings, public speeches, and poems speak of American women as Spartan Mothers,
Roman Matrons, and the daughters of Columbia while sons of Liberty and Columbia’s
true sons are used for men referring to Americans’ responsibilities as her children.
Columbia’s representation as the emblem of Republican Motherhood included women’s
education since being a good mother and wife required women to be education.
Contemporary writings that refer to Americans as the sons and daughters of the nation’s
female allegories show that Americans internalized Liberty and Columbia as a mother
figure to the country.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION

Early American imagery was an effective method of reinforcing republican
behavior and installing classical virtues.81 The national allegories of Liberty and
Columbia came to embody the principles and ideals of republicanism, including virtue
and motherhood. Men and women of all classes throughout the early years of the United
States were regularly exposed to these visual depictions of republican virtue. Images of
Liberty and Columbia were found on decorative household objects, public monuments,
newspapers and magazines, paintings, and ship figureheads.
This study is my effort to understand the meaning of images of Liberty and
Columbia consumed in the second half of the eighteenth century. I have used the
discussion of images and textual references of Liberty and Columbia as a way to discover
the past. This tactic allows for a deeper understanding of customs, traditions, and folk
beliefs discovered through material objects.
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Eran Shalev, Rome Reborn on Western Shores: Historical Imagination and the
Creation of the American Republic, (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia
Press, 2009), 19.
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By utilizing visual and material culture as a primary source much like verbal and
written sources, we can gain a fuller, more complete understanding of Liberty and
Columbia in the early republic. The goal of was not to replace conventional text sources
with visual representations; rather it is to show how the two are complementary of one
another. I applied the same kind of thorough analysis to visual representations as I did
other historical sources such as speeches, newspapers, letters, and diaries. Together, the
visual and textual provide a new depth to our understanding of the early republic.
It also looked at the broader context of Liberty and Columbia. We started with
their ancient predecessors and literary origins before moving onto a discussion of how
America’s national female allegories acted as the embodiment of virtue and republican
values. Orators, magazine writers, and private citizens in their letters and diaries alike
discussed the importance of civic virtues of Liberty’s sons and the daughters of
Columbia. When the period’s iconography is compared to these contemporary text about
Liberty and Columbia, it becomes clear that Americans, as early as the late 1760s, saw
themselves metaphorically as the direct descendants of these female allegorical figures.
The use of Liberty and Columbia along with references to the sons of Liberty and
daughters of Columbia reveals how deeply the ideals and principles they represented
penetrated the minds of those exposed to them.
Visual depictions of early American values, principles, and morals using the
traditional of the female body as a vessel of communication was an effective method.
Textual references of Liberty and Columbia propagated early republican ideas of
motherhood as well. Columbia and Liberty served a maternal role to early republicans,
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these maternal depictions helped to reinforced republican behavior and installed the
importance of classical virtues and learning. This argument is confirmed by transcendent
nature of Liberty and Columbia. They broke the boundaries of pigment and ink and
spread into the common vernacular. The female body in art, literature, and poetry has
been used metaphorically and symbolically throughout history. Because of its ability to
be altered or manipulated and appropriated, the female form is the ideal receptacle for
political and social opinion. It can express vice just as easily as virtue, excess and
simplicity.
Images of Liberty as militaristic, contemporary poems and songs often channel
that warrior mentality as a source of inspiration for her American children invoking the
spirit of the Spartan warrior and mother. In contrast to Liberty’s Spartan-like depiction,
Columbia more often than not is represented alongside symbols of learning or as a caring
motherly figure to children that are identified in the accompanying text as her own.
Columbia is the ideal Roman matron — concerned, attentive, and focused on enhancing
Americans’ education which will help to create a better, more righteous citizenry
necessary for the future of the republic. These two types of mothering made up what is
called Republican Motherhood.
Early republican imagery reveals the manifestation of republican ideology, virtue,
and gendered citizenship in the female form of Liberty and Columbia. These two
allegorical figures who above all others announced the essential nature of a virtuous
citizenry for the survival of the new nation. The analysis of early American iconography
exposes some of the major values and myths associated with the period. The use a wide
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variety of emblems, symbols, and icons that depicted liberty and freedom combined with
contemporary complementary texts on virtue, citizenship, and motherhood show these as
enduring and persistent value of the early American republic.
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